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B.C. WATER FUNDERS MEETING 
- Lunch ‘n Learn Webinar Series –  

 

First Nations, Freshwater & Philanthropy 
#1 Policy 

 

 
 

June 5, 2014 
12:00 – 1:00pm PST 

 
Weblink: http://polis.adobeconnect.com/p8nmngqo3y9/ 

Password:  WaterFunders    (case sensitive) 
 

INTRODUCTION 

On April 29, 2014, The Water Sustainability Act was passed in the B.C. legislature.  While the Act is an 
important reform which has received widespread support throughout British Columbia, many critics 
have also expressed concern that it fails to recognize First Nations’ rights and title.   This webinar offers 
First Nations’ perspectives on water policy including First Nations’ rights to water, First Nations’ 
perspectives on B.C.’s Water Sustainability Act and the potential of First Nations’ local watershed 
governance initiatives.    

http://polis.adobeconnect.com/p8nmngqo3y9/
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PRESENTATIONS 
 

MERRELL-ANN PHARE 
Executive Director, Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources 
 
Indigenous Peoples: Water 
PowerPoint presentation attached. 
 

 
Water Ethics 

• Water is fundamental to life and part of a spiritual worldview of Indigenous people 
• Canada was created through a deliberate approach to assume ownership of land and water.   
• Clash of value systems that shows up in the law and also shows up in the struggles of Indigenous 

peoples who are trying to have their worldview reflected in Canadian law 

Constitutional Rights 

• Section 35(1) of the Constitution Act (1982) “affirms 
existing aboriginal and treaty rights”  

• Supreme law of the country but no one knows what it 
means 

• Litigation ensues and the Supreme Court of Canada 
attempts to interpret Section 35(1) 

• Acknowledged rights include: 
• Aboriginal title to land and waters 
• Inherent right to self-government   
• Hunting, fishing, trapping, gathering 
• Land Claim Agreements 
• Self-Government Agreements 
• Historic treaties 
• Many incidental (related) rights 

First Nations Water Rights 

• No case litigated in Canada denying or affirming existence of Indigenous water rights 
• No express extinguishment by Crown of First Nations rights or title to water 
• Federal Water Policy 1987 recognises Aboriginal peoples’ “special interests in water” 
• Modern treaties often articulate rights (e.g. NWT - “water unaltered as to quality, quantity and rate 

of flow”) 
 

“The fight for water is the 
struggle for democracy.” 

~ Oscar Olivera 
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Impacts of the Current System 

• The absence of recognition of First Nations’ rights and the predominance of thinking that the Crown 
owns the water and has jurisdictional authority over First nations has meant that FN have been 
excluded from meaningful participation in the management of water 

• 1 in 5 First Nations Reserves have a 
drinking water advisory attached to 
them  

• Indigenous peoples in Canada are 90 
times more likely to not have piped 
water than the rest of Canadians 

• Energy-water nexus; Food-water 
nexus  - creates conflict between 
Crown and Indigenous peoples 

Role of Philanthropy 

• We need to find a path to 
reconciliation: looking at the past, 
present and future and the needs of 
all people and trying to negotiate a 
cooperative approach 

• Brave vision is needed that includes: 
(i) nested governance; (ii)  land & 
water & energy linkages; (iii) 
equitable sharing of costs & benefits 

• Ecological governance of the future 
must include Indigenous peoples 
with recognized water rights by First 
Nations governments to govern, 
protect, provide, plan and use water 
collaboratively with Crown  

• Government is risk-adverse and 
stymies innovation while First 
Nations have barriers to 
fundraising/financing 

• Philanthropists are well-positioned 
to: (i) take risks; (ii) support new 
approaches, ideas, pilots; and (iii) 
value experimentation 

  

Opportunities for Philanthropy  
 
Following examples excerpted from Merrell-Ann Phare, 
Restoring the Lifeblood: Water, First Nations and Opportunities 
for Change (Gordon Foundation, 2011). 
http://gordonfoundation.ca/sites/default/files/publications/Fir
st%20Nation%20Water%20Report%20lo-res.pdf  
 
1. Addressing knowledge gaps with tools and information 

for decision-makers 
• Indigenous water laws project, water rights 

implementation strategies, effective drinking water 
delivery, water governance strategies and tools, water 
webinars, ‘how-to’ fact sheets, and water management 
manuals, water mapping,  

 
2. Advocacy and Leadership Capacity 

• Water management community of practice, 
Indigenous water rights experts network, youth water 
leaders, Indigenous journalists training,  water funding 
flow-through structure 

 
3. Community Learning & Engagement 

• Community-based  monitoring, video documenting 
water issues (digital story-telling), food security (food 
and water nexus) 

 
4. Sustainable Economic Opportunities  

• Water technology clusters, private sector roles in First 
Nation water management, social impact bonds 

 
5. Leveraging Water as a Social Driver 

• Indigenous water ethics, Elders’ water storytelling, 
Indigenous language programs, water festivals, 
supporting women’s water roles 

 
 

http://gordonfoundation.ca/sites/default/files/publications/First%20Nation%20Water%20Report%20lo-res.pdf
http://gordonfoundation.ca/sites/default/files/publications/First%20Nation%20Water%20Report%20lo-res.pdf
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DEANA MACHIN 

Strategic Development Manager, First Nations Fisheries Council (FNFC) 
  
Water For Fish: Presentation to BC Freshwater Funders Group 
PowerPoint presentation attached. 

 

FNFC Water For Fish 

• Water is a connecting force for healthy watersheds, fisheries and communities. 
• FNFC strategic framework supports First Nations engagement in water governance and 

management processes 
• FNFC strategic priority is developing a First Nations Water Network 

Review of the Water Sustainability Act 

• FNFC supported First Nations in reviewing and providing analysis of the WSA using a fisheries lens 
• FNFC submitted input and correspondence to Provincial government throughout the process. As 

well the political organizations (UBCIC, BC AFN, First Nations Summit) all submitted documents into 
the process. 

• It does not appear that First Nations’ input or concerns have been addressed and it is difficult to see 
how submissions that were made really worked to inform the development of the WSA 

• Many First Nations expressed frustration with WSA process and legislation: 
o Province not honouring commitments made under the New Relationship Agreement (2005) 
o Frustration with lack of government consultation and engagement of First Nations on 

development of WSA 
o No recognition of Aboriginal rights or First Nations’ jurisdiction and authority over water 
o Concerns that development of regulations will be the same – little consultation or 

accommodation with First Nations 
o Problems with FITFIR – recognizing and prioritizing (acquired) rights over inherent First 

Nations rights. 
o Requirement to “consider” environmental flows is weak and ambiguous 
o Further clarity is needed on proposed “water objectives” 
o Without further assessment, by granting existing groundwater users a water license, the 

WSA may be locking into an unsustainable use of groundwater. 
o Province has suggested that Aboriginal and Treaty Rights could be addressed through the 

development of regulations but this is an approach that is not acceptable to BC First Nations 

Context for Developing Relationships 

• Crown needs to meet with First Nations on a government-to-government basis 
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• First Nations authority is at the local level; political organizations like FNFC, UBCIC and BC AFN 
do not have rights or authority 

• The strength of authority for Provincial government is opposite to that of First Nations where 
local Prov staff have low authority to make decisions 

• Invite First Nations to participate in developing the process  
• Every First Nations community is unique: understand each community’s priorities 
• Communicate to create understanding and build knowledge 
• Capacity Gaps – First Nations governments have equivalent to federal + provincial + local 

government roles and responsibilities but lack the equivalent proportional budget 
• Fish & Water – First Nations have built-in capacity to engage in fisheries governance and 

management but this does not necessarily translate to relationship with Province on water 
issues 

• Significant pressures related to extractive natural resources projects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opportunities for Philanthropy 

1. Address significant capacity gaps 
• First Nations Water Managers are rare 
• Lack technical capacity to address resource extraction developments 

2. Invest in technical projects  
• Environmental monitoring & compliance  
• Hydrology & watershed assessments 

3. Build appropriate relationships at the appropriate scale 
• Seek to build collaborative relationships from the ground up; collaborate to 

build a project, not to “sell” one 
• Some communities and aggregate orgs are working on watershed projects 

already; opportunity to link projects, leverage technical capacity and 
leverage dollars 

4. Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge (ATK) 
• Record and archive information, data and knowledge 

5. Build strategies for habitat protection: 
• Many federal initiatives are economic and industry focused and are moving 

away from environmental protection 
6. Improved infrastructure, technology and water use practices 

• Community development, economic development, agricultural use 
7. Explore future opportunities with the First Nations Water Network 
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ELI ENNS 
Regional Coordinator, North American ICCA Consortium, University of Victoria 
Centre for Global Studies and POLIS Project Affiliate 
  
Indigenous Social Contract & Ecological Governance Approaches 
PowerPoint Presentation attached 
 

 

Canadian Constitutional Law 

• The Constitution is the supreme law of the country; if lower laws (provincial, federal or municipal) 
are in conflict with constitutional law then the lower laws are struck down and the constitutional 
law will prevail 

• When you take Indigenous approaches to water governance, the Constitution is very effective tool 
in forwarding those initiatives 

• In Canada – our constitutional law is very convoluted as it has involved a slow transition away from 
the Crown as opposed to in US where there was a very immediate end to that relationship through 
the revolutionary war. 
 
- 1763 Royal Proclamation: The 1763 Royal Proclamation is very relevant to governance issues 
today as it is cited as the earliest semblance of Canadian constitutional law. When you talk to 
Indigenous communities who incorporate recollections of the Royal Proclamation of 1763, they will 
say it is only part of the conversation. There is iteration between King George and the Indian Nations 
who allied with King George to fight against the French in the 7 Years War that ended in 1762-1763.  
Those relationships were formalized in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and the subsequent treaties. 
 
- Treaties:  The treaties were not honoured by both parties. There was a systemic disrespect of the 
treaties through things like the Indian Act and through the Land Transfer Agreement of 1931.  
However, the spirit with which those early treaties were created is very important to the 
conversation about moving forward today in a healthy way in areas of mutual interest. 
 
- Canadian Constitution: The constitution of Canada includes the BNA Act and the Canada Act 
(1982) and also includes unwritten conventions and parliamentary privilege that we have adopted in 
this country through British Common Law (ie practice of proroguing government).  There are many 
traditions that are unwritten that have become part of our constitutional law in Canada. 
 
- Section 35: Through section 35 and through the treaties – Indigenous peoples’ worldviews and 
Indigenous peoples’ cultures also weave in to this complex story of Canadian constitutional law and 
that is the opportunity that we have for being creative in the way that we approach matters such as 
water governance. 
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Relationship Between Indigenous Laws and Canada’s Laws (See Diagram) 

The diagram is intended to draw out an understanding of the early relationship between King George 
and the Indian Nations that created this country which is now known as Canada.  The black boxes 
running through the centre of the diagram show the Royal Proclamation 1763, the BNA Act (1867) and 
the Canada Act (1982) and the introduction of s.35. 

Wampum Belts & Other Treaties: The triangle at 
the top of the diagram represents the agreements 
upon which Canada was founded. 

• If you look at the Treaty at Fort Niagara (1764) 
and the creation of the Wampum Belts and 
other treaties, it is those treaties that form the 
foundation of the state which is now known as 
Canada.   

• The Wampum Belts only carry validity with the 
witness of the oaths of brotherhood between 
the Indigenous nations and the European nation 
by the Great Spirit or God or however you 
understand it.  This was very significant. Those 
oaths that were made were made with the 
understanding that the international 
agreements - which are now forming part of 
Constitutional Law in Canada - are authorized 
by the Creator and orient a relationship of 
brotherhood between nations with the 
understanding that they will share in the 
resources of what is now Canada as long as we 
respect the natural law that we have been given 
by the Great Spirit. 

• This is the recollection of those agreements that was passed down to myself and others from our 
late elder William Commanda from the Iroquois Confederacy which was one of the main allies of 
King George during the 7 Years War.   

• From this sacred relationship flows the authority to create domestic law such as the BNA.  Sections 
91 and 92 of the BNA create the federal governments and provincial governments. Those are lower 
forms of law.   

Federal Law & the Indian Act:   

• Under the federal gov’t you have the Indian Act.  At the bottom of the graph, I use an Identity Key to 
draw a distinction between the Indigenous peoples – I can use my own community as an example – 
the Tla-o-qui-aht First Nations are section 35 rights holders. Tla-o-qui-aht First Nations Indian Act 
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Band Council #660 is a creation of the Indian Act under the Ministry of Indian & Northern Affairs 
Canada which is Aboriginal and Northern Development Canada now.    

• As Tla-o-qui-aht, we understand that our responsibility to manage water for future ancestors is 
bound up in our section 35 rights and responsibilities. 

• Yes – we have certain authorities and jurisdictions under the Indian Act but that is not where we 
speak from when we talk about watershed governance and social contract.   

The diagram shows the difference between our natural self as Indigenous peoples and our incorporated 
self as Indian Act Band #660 where every individual born into that band has their own personalized 
number.  In the Wampum and in that relationship at the constitutional law level is the opportunity for 
us to be creative.   

British Columbia & the Lack of Historical Treaties 

• Many say there is an extra challenge as we don’t have historical treaties in BC. It is more accurate to 
say that this is an opportunity.  We have a very unique opportunity in the province of BC to be 
leaders in watershed governance and to be leaders in sustainable economic development because 
of the absence of historical treaties.  

• That is not to say that historical treaties are wrong. They were beautiful things. But they were 
applied incorrectly and not in the spirit of the original agreements so we have a lot of work to do to 
resolve those things but it is not insurmountable. 

Indigenous Social Contract & Ecological Governance 

Social contract is the fundamental law system of any country.  It articulates our rights and 
responsibilities to each other and to the community of species in our shared environment. 
 
• Increasingly, you can find examples of an Indigenous community asserting its social contract into 

natural resource management to protect the water security for the larger community.   
• For example, the Meares Island Tribal Park Declaration is an assertion of section 35 Aboriginal rights 

and responsibilities. The declaration includes the consideration of the provision of clean drinking 
water not only to Indigenous peoples of Tla-o-qui-aht but also to the people of Tofino and visitors.  

• If you go back to the diagram, we can think of that as the Grandmother from the highest law in 
Canada coming down to look after her grandchildren who are being neglected by their parents at 
the moment by allowing for clear cut logging and other types of extractive industries to taint and 
otherwise pollute the drinking water supply that those people rely on and future ancestors will rely 
on.  So here you have with the Meares Island Tribal Park Declaration a clear statement that we are 
looking after the water for these people.   

• This is a very effective tool for inserting the social contract into ecological governance.   
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Question & Answer Period 
Question #1 (Moderated by Tim Morris):  Building upon the example that Eli provided, are there are 
other examples that speak to this movement towards shared governance? Do any of the presenters 
have examples either within Canada or internationally that are bright lights that could show where 
this could go? 

Eli:  First example that comes to mind is the Tsilhqot'in National Government (TNG) in the Nemaiah 
Valley. Everyone has probably heard about the New Prosperity Mine initiative which has been rejected 
again for the 3rd time.  In 1998, the TNG made a declaration of sovereignty in which it made clear its 
responsibility for these types of environmental security issues. The rejection of the New Prosperity Mine 
was pivoted very much on the protection of Fish Lake and the water security of the Nemaiah Valley 
generally.  Since the rejection, the Yunesit'in and Xeni Gwet'in in Nemaiah Valley have made it clear 
publicly their intentions to establish a Tribal Park that will not only secure the water security for their 
community and other communities and future generations but will also roll out their plans for 
sustainable livelihoods in that region.  

Deana: The last couple of years the Haida have been working with the provincial government through 
the Haida Gwaii Reconciliation Act to address issues of title. I am not sure where they are at in the 
process but they have an agreement with the Provincial Crown to start working through some of these 
issues which would recognize the title and the authority and the jurisdiction of the Council of Haida 
Nation, in management and shared decision-making in their territories and waters.  

Merrell-Ann: I would point to the government-to-government approach generally that is used in the 
Northwest Territories (NWT) given that 50% of the population of the NWT are Indigenous folks.  The 
vast majority of the territory has settled land claims that include water clauses and includes the 
requirement for the Indigenous peoples to be involved in any further negotiations and those two clauses 

Indigenous Social Contract 

In Indigenous world view and Nuu-chah-nulth perspective – our social contract is articulated through 
our art.  

The totem pole is our constitution. 

These crests are memory devices which have associated with them knowledge patterns which have 
been encoded in story – stories that have been passed down from generation to generation attributed 
back to the crest (symbolic communication). Our social contract was turned inside out and it stares us 
in the face everywhere we go and it is a constant reminder of how we are expected to behave in a 
respectful way to one another and to the community of species with which we share our 
environment.  The common thread through all life living in the ecosystem is water.   
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together are read by all parties as meaning that we work together all the time on everything. For 
example, in the negotiation of transboundary water agreements, before even meeting with the 
jurisdictions, negotiators met with Chiefs and Governments through the North to inform what the 
agreements would look like. Outside of the water realm – the NWT Wildlife Act is relevant as it is 
probably the most significant issue for Indigenous rights, up there with water. The NWT has been 
working for 20 years on developing a Wildlife Act that is respectful to all rights.  Indigenous 
governments and their lawyers have worked with the non-Indigenous government to co-draft the 
legislation. You almost never see that collaborative process to drafting a law. It is a high level legal 
approach but it filters right down to the community based monitoring programs – with communities 
setting the terms and sharing the results of the data and interpreting it.   

Tim (Moderator): Are they including Indigenous Laws in that process? 

Merrell-Ann: Presumably. When you have Indigenous governments and their lawyers sitting at the table 
they are inserting their view and their perspectives. What the law ends up including will be negotiated 
but it has been accepted by all governments so you would presume that it include pieces that are 
acceptable to them.  It is a very progressive piece of legislation. If you look at it you will see a lot of 
interesting stuff that you don’t typically see in legislation. So I would say the answer is probably yes.  

Question #2 (Moderated by TM): Deana – do you have a sense of whether and how the FNFC and 
other First Nations will engage the government during the regulatory phase of the WSA?  Have you 
made any decisions around your engagement process or how First Nations may engage? 

Deana:  One of the issues is that this is one issue in five hundred. Even to get peoples’ time and 
attention on this issue can be really difficult. Unless there is a formal process or mechanisms to engage 
First Nations, it may be difficult to see how we can engage.  The FNFC is not a rights holder. We are not a 
First Nations gov’t. Our work provides some advice and support to First Nations to look at the 
legislation.  We may be able to participate in some of the processes as they emerge because we are still 
not sure what might be possible. We take the information and do some analysis and recommendations 
to First Nations but it is up to the First Nations to decide, using that information, how they may want to 
engage in the future. It is always possible to create a process through one of the political organizations 
that is a more formal mechanism to provide information to First Nations and enable their participation 
but again a lot of it comes back to the frustrations First Nations have had around the Provincial 
government’s lack of consultation and engagement throughout the process. So it is not necessarily 
appropriate to try to address First Nations’ rights through the development of regulations. Groups like 
the FNFC and political organizations are in a position to draw people together to have the discussion.  

Tim (Moderator):  Can you speak a bit to what the First Nations Water Network might look like? 

Deana:  We are in the process of getting the Network up and running. We have been having one on one 
conversations with First Nations throughout the province trying to get people engaged in the Network. 
It is going to be voluntary. It is open to First Nations to participate and we set the agenda as we go. We 
would propose the WSA as it is such a big issue around water in the province. Cumulative impacts is 
another big one.  Impacts on water from development and the overlap of jurisdiction between natural 
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resource protection and natural resource development is such a big issue in this province.  We can see 
all of these things coming together.  It will depend how we can weave them together to get input from 
First Nations.  The big thing we are up against is that for First Nations generally and the organization of 
First Nations band offices or tribal councils – water is really important traditionally, spiritually, culturally, 
through hunting and gathering and economic development but there is not a single water manager in a 
band office. Water is everyone’s responsibility and nobody’s responsibility.  Everyone is already working 
full out. One person is doing the work of 3 or 4 people in these communities so trying to get people’s 
attention on one issue, as important as it is, is still a huge barrier.  

Tim (Moderator): Is the Water Network envisioned as a Tier 1 or Tier 3 process.  

Deana: It is a Tier 1 – we need to spend time with FN to discuss some of the issues and get a sense of 
where priorities are but the Network is really going to be guided by the people in the Network. Once we 
have established a process – we might be able to engage at a Tier 2 with gov’t or Tier 3 with government 
and/or NGO communities.  So that is one of the other strategies that we have for our overall Water For 
Fish program is to build linkages between the First Nations communities and the NGOs community. It 
takes time to build relationships so we have to do this in a way that makes sense. 

Question #3 (Tim): If you have to pick 2 things that philanthropy could help support, what 2 things 
would you pick? 

Merrell-Ann:  Initiatives that can be focused on the articulation of legal responsibilities or planning.  
Support for Indigenous communities to articulate the water responsibilities that they have and how they 
can work with others in the watershed to implement those responsibilities.  It is interesting because you 
can have First Nations articulate their responsibilities under federal legislation or they can be 
articulating their responsibilities under Indigenous laws or they can be articulating the traditional 
women’s responsibilities to water. What role can our youth play? What role can technical folks play?  
We need to have Indigenous peoples articulating their various responsibilities.  The next piece would 
just be about communicating to their own members and to other non-Indigenous folks what their views 
are on water.  We either have a really big disconnect with some members of society or there are really 
strong alliances that could be built. There is a really big bridge that could be built there but there 
currently isn’t the mechanism to connect.  It may be about supporting networks, digital storytelling or 
water festivals or things that are about sharing that kind of knowledge.  It is an interesting relationship-
building piece that can be helpful to both Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples if you can find the 
mechanism to connect.  

Deana:   Initiatives that can support FN to engage effectively in the management process or in planning 
processes with federal, provincial or local governments is key.  This would include a lot of the technical 
projects that First Nations on the ground are really interested in doing.   Supporting tools that give First 
Nations information to empower them to be able to work more effectively with government. This would 
include both the policy pieces and the technical pieces.  
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Appendix A  
Attendees 

Host & Resource Guests: 
 

• Tim Morris  Morris Consulting 
• Laura Brandes  Consultant 
• Jennifer Archer  Archer Consulting 

 
Presenters: 
 

• Merrell-Ann Phare Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources 
• Deana Machin First Nations Fisheries Council  
• Eli Enns University of Victoria Global Studies & POLIS Project 

 
Present: 
 

• David Hendrickson Real Estate Foundation BC 
• Ivan Thompson  Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation 
• Ken Gauthier  Urban Matters 
• Terry Tebb  Pacific Salmon Foundation 
• Tim Sucic  Pacific Salmon Foundation 
• Wendy Cooper  Tides Canada 
• James Casey  WWF-Canada 
• Oliver Brandes  POLIS Project 
• Randy Christensen EcoJustice 
• Theresa Fresco  Fraser Basin Council  

   
 

 


